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If you are interested in having your work translated as part of Indiana University Press' Olamot Series in the Humanities 
and Social Sciences, please fill out this form and return it to Olamot Director Irit Dekel (idekel@iu.edu). Before completing 

your submission, familiarzie yourself with the Indiana University Press Manuscript Submission Guidelines. 

Please provide: 

1. A 500-word description of the book project, including its purpose, potential audience, scope, contribution to
scholarship, and relationship to the existing literature on the topic:

2. A 200-word statement on why Indiana University Press is an appropriate publisher for your manuscript; a 300 words
statement on why Olamot series is the appropriate series for the translated book:

3. A table of contents, with paragraph-length descriptions of each chapter*:

4. One or two sample chapters, preferably including an introductory chapter that describes the work as a whole*:

https://iupress.org/search-results-grid/?series=olamot-series-in-humanities-and-social-sciences
https://iupress.org/search-results-grid/?series=olamot-series-in-humanities-and-social-sciences
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5. Your curriculum vitae or resume*:

6. Suggestions for 5 to 10 appropriate reviewers (these cannot be individuals who served on your dissertation committee
or members of the institution where you are currently employed. Please do not contact suggested readers yourself to
ask if they would be willing to read your manuscript)

7. The estimated length (in number of words, including notes and bibliography) of the whole manuscript:

8. The estimated number and type of illustrations, if any:

9. Which publisher originally published your work? If reviews are available, please include them. How many
chapters have been translated into English:

10. The estimated date for completing the entire manuscript; the estimated time it would take to translate the manuscript:



11. Information about possible translator(s): while the series editors can help authors find a suitable translator, most authors
approach us with a recommendation or a commitment to an experienced translator. If so, please send the translator's
contact information, a C.V., and a sample translation of a book chapter, which can be the chapter submitted with the
manuscript proposal.

12. If you are sending the proposal simultaneously to other publishers, please let us know.

*Please include #3-5 as PDF attachments below.
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